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About This Game

Detective Inspector Hector – the hard-nosed, soft-bellied lawman of Clappers Wreake, a town that took the “Great” out of
Britain. He’s violent, drunken, and has a taste for all things criminal, corrupt, or smothered in curry.

All 3 episodes available now - get the full season!

Episode 1 – We Negotiate with Terrorists:

When a hostage crisis erupts in the centre of Clappers Wreake, Hector has to make a choice: carry out a terrorist’s
demands, or let innocent hostages die. Hector’s still on the fence.

Episode 2 – Senseless Acts of Justice:

Hunting a psychopath, Hector is pulled down a twisted trail of meat, sin, sleaze, and more meat.

Episode 3 – Beyond Reasonable Doom:

Can Hector escape his squalid demise and stagger back to Clappers Wreake to save it from extinction?
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Title: Hector: Episode 1
Developer:
Straandlooper

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP / Vista / Windows 7

Processor: 1.8 GHz Pentium 4 or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI or NVidia card w/ 256 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Audio Card required

English
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This works great on Steam Play for Linux. I am playing through it for the first time and am really enjoying my experience.
Using a 6700k\/980TI and Proton \/ Steam Play on Fedora 28.. This game makes me feel like I have returned to the Land of
Blight(y).. Funniest game ever;;

~Updated Review~

Hector is an episodic adventure game developed by Straandlooper and published by TellTale Games, another company that
creates episodic based games. The game is now sold as an all in one package, and is one of the funniest adventure games (could
be debated as -the- funniest video game) I've ever played. The humor is dark, witty, and perverse, and doesn't pull any punches
with political correctness.

Hector is an overweight, under-worked, highly unqualified detective inspector on a case that has him visiting all parts of
Clapper's Wreake, the town that took the "Great" out of Britain. As an adventure game you'll talk to other inhabitants, pick up
all sorts of silly items, and find even sillier ways to interact with the environment with the previous two.

Any fan of adventure games would be wise to purchase this. For those unsure of the genre, or not typically one to play these
types of games, I'd strongly recommend this purchase as the first choice to break into the genre.. Rude, crude, and totally
entertaining. Challenging puzzles with a hilarious story line. A must have for any one who liked Puzzle Agent.. Brilliant adult
humour. Gritty, witty and preposterously evil. Not developed by Telltale, but one of their best published works.. Fun and
hilarious!. A fun little three-part adventure series with a lot of grim, gritty UK humour and some cynical worldbuilding. This
game won't give you an inner glow, but it's unlikely you've ever played anything quite like it before. In the very least it is a
valuable historical document that documents the 'chav' for the ages.. The devs manage to fuse British humor quite well with
adventure gameplay. While the plot is nothing special, the characters provide hiliarious and witty lines as you take the role of
Hector, a drunk and sometimes perverted detective who is called to help negotiate a hostage situation.

The puzzles were straight forward for the most part, but some objects that you needed to grab blend in well with the static
environment so you'll need to hover your mouse around at times to make sure you didnt miss anything. It isn't that bad. Hector
or another character will provide comedic relief while you look around.

This is an episodic game, so expect 2 - 3 hours of gameplay, depending wheter or not you use puzzle hints.

No complaints on my end, other than tedious backtracking which might seem slow since you have to wait for Hector to walk
across the screen. Would have liked a fast navigation if you double\/triple clicked a path to speed things up a bit.

Definitely worth playing the game though!
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Rating: 4\/5

My review which is longer than this box allows can be found here: http:\/\/greyreviews.livejournal.com\/30047.html
. Point and click absurdity.. Perfect in every aspect.. absolutely hilarious main character and jokes. gameplay was quite intuitive
but I mainly went through most dialogues just for the comedy. great stuff. :). DO NOT BUY. This game is juvenile in the worst
possible way, and I'm pretty sure the only reason it gets praised as much as it does is because Americans are conditioned to think
that anything a dude with an accent says is automatically "clever". I've heard it described as "edgy" but it's only "edgy" in the
same way that Family Guy is - which is to say it makes vulgar jokes at the expense of safe targets, tittilating youngsters in a
completely homogonized, safe way.

And the puzzles are neither novel nor particularly difficult, so what's the point?. I just came off playing "Paradigm", i saw this
game with high reviews and thought i would check it out. The controls are awful, just needlessly complex. Why double click
everything? why not right click, and then give me the options. If you like gross out humor, you might like this, i guess it's what
the aim is, I'm not even sure. next part is a tiny spoiler.

The first puzzle is fishing a paper out of a toliet, but you dont want to use your hands because its dirty, so you use a used
condom? like that's somehow less dirty? oh, you also need to make the condom in a net, by finding a severed foot in a shoe,
located in a vent. lol so random. bad game, dumb puzzles.. 3 Episodes are trucking AMAZING. Super
funny\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

Best Point and Click ever!
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